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I. BACKGROUND
NASA has an ongoing interest in supersonic and hypersonic aircraf_ flowfield research.
Their research efforts over the years have been intended to complement prospective air-breathing
propulsion aerospace vehicles, such as the High-Speed Civilian Transport (HSCT) and the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP), as well as other variants of these vehicles. Throughout the
course of the present NASA Grant, the analysis of the flow within and the design of the inlet
systems for such aircraft have been of particular interest. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is
expected to play a large part in the analysis and design of such future aircraft because ground-
based experimental facilities are limited and expensive to operate. The purpose of this Grant has
been to apply, evaluate and validate various CFD tools for use in high-speed inlet design and
analysis.
The present Grant has been supported by NASA's Ames Research Center and has spanned
a period of several years. Work carried out and previously reported appears in References 1-12.
This final report contains the status reports for CY 1994 and, in addition, is intended to
summarize the findings over the lifetime of the Grant relative to the best use of CFD in high-
speed, air-breathing propulsion inlet systems. In previous efforts under the Grant, both two-
dimensional and three-dimensional CFD codes have been applied to inlet flowfield analysis and
design. The Math number range of the study has covered about 3 to 15. No new codes were
developed in this effort, and only those available for use in an applied environment have been
exploited. The codes applied here have included mostof the currently-popular CFD codes at
NASA-Ames.
Most of the efforts conducted under the Grant have examined the flowfield characteristics
and performance of isolated inlet systems. In reality, of course, these inlet systems are installed
on aircratt at various locations in various flowfields. The primary effect on the inlet of an
installation on any aircra_ is the modification of the oncoming flowfield and, particularly for
surface-mounted inlets (as opposed to those mounted on pylons or other standoff devices), this
modification is an increase in the oncoming boundary layer thickness relative to the cowl height of
the inlet. Some efforts in the present study have been directed towards examining the effects of
various oncoming boundary layer thicknesses and one major effort examined an inlet installed on a
waverider hypersonic aircratt.
By way of background and for purposes of defining the terminology for the remainder of
the report, the terms "analysis" and "design" are not used interchangeably here. The term
"analysis" is used to connote the application of a computational fluid dynamics code applied on a
grid appropriate to the contours of the hardware to produce a definition of the flowfield under a
specific set of operating conditions, such as freestream Mach number, total pressure, etc. There is
no necessarily-implied feedback from an analysis that will allow a modification of the contours or
examine the potential effect that such a modification might have on a newly computed flowfield.
On the other hand, the term "design" is strictly reserved to connote the development of hardware
contours more-or-less specifically to meet a previously-set goal, subject to a set of constraints.
"Design" implies a closed feedback loop for examining the flowfield results, deciding if they meet
the design goal, and, if not, modifying the contours and recomputing the flowfield. This process
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vcontinues until the goal(s) are met. The definitions of these two terms should be kept in mind
when they are used throughout the present report.
Although much discussion has been devoted to the promise of CFD as a useful design
tool, little has been done to establish the current generation of high-fidelity CFD methods, such as
full Navier-Stokes (FNS) solvers, as a realistic, credible component of a commercially-applicable
design process for high-speed aircraft. Much more has been done in the use of low- and medium-
fidelity methods, i.e., potential flow, Euler solvers and boundary layer codes, in the design process
for external flows and, in fact, these codes are used routinely in aircraft design. In order to bring
CFD codes to bear on the day-to-day design problems of supersonic and hypersonic inlets,
significant effort beyond today's state of the art in applied CFD will be required. The present
report discusses this type of effort.
In the past, high-fidelity CFD codes have been used almost exclusively as analysis tools
without being applied to the development and/or derivation of the contours used in the definition
of the high-speed inlet geometry. Several studies, some of those carried out by the present
author, have used CFD as an analysis step in a "man-in-the-loop" inlet design process. This
process is inherently iterative, done manually, and requires extensive efforts in order to even
modify a previously-known design. One ultimate goal in terms of inlet design is to bring the use
of state-of-the-art CFD inlet analysis codes to a level that will allow them to be used in an
automated design code that frees the inlet designer from the above-mentioned tedium. In the
presentstudy,anoptimizationcodeanda CFD codewere usedin order to demonstratethe path
requiredto carryout anactualautomateddesignprocess.
The notion of CFD code "validation," which is better describedas a processof code
evaluation,modification and, finally, validation is also discussed. Typically, this processis
dependenton externalsourcesof "truth," usuallyconstruedto beexperimentaldata. Theloop in
the evaluationand code modificationprocessmay be highly repetitivebefore a truly validated
code exists. Implied in code validation is code accuracy. However, even the term "code
accuracy"is somewhatmisleadingsincethe overall accuracyof a codeis dependentlesson the
numericalalgorithmsemployedin thecodeandmoreon thegrid uponwhichthe codeis applied.
Anotheraccuracyconsiderationis theappropriatenessof therepresentationsof fluid physics(e.g.,
turbulencemodel). Presumably,all modernCFD codescontain robust mathematicsthat are
inherently accurate. With a sufficiently-finemesh, the code would be accurate("spatially
accurate"),limited only by the fidelity of the turbulencemodel,and, if the userhasa sufficient
amountof computationaltime andpatience,canobtaintheultimate,accuratesolution. In reality,
of course,tradeoffsbetweensolutionturnaroundtime,computercost,the anxietyof theuserand
availableresourceshaveto bemade,andaccuracytypicallysuffers.
Independentof the absoluteaccuracyof a code,much can be understoodabout the
sensitivityof the inlet geometryandotherspecificattributesof the hardwarethrougha repetitive
applicationof thecodewhilevaryingparametersof interest. Theseso-called"parametric"studies
are extremely powerful in learning about any flowfield, but are particularly important in
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understandingthe internal flowfields characteristic of high-speed engine inlets. The successful
understanding of such flowfields through the parametric use of low- and medium-fidelity codes
applied to engine inlets is spoken to by the great successes enjoyed in the 1960s and 1970s.
Before the advent of useful CFD, design and understanding of high-speed inlet flowfields was
achieved through the use of method-of-characteristics and boundary layer codes. Method-of-
characteristics codes, of course, provide solutions to the inviscid, hyperbolic behavior of the full
Navier-Stokes codes, while boundary layer codes provide solutions to the viscous, parabolic
nature of the Navier-Stokes codes associated with flowfields near surfaces. In spite of the fact
that neither of these code types is extremely accurate, the understanding of flowfields as a result
of their repetitive application is undeniable. Greater understanding about internal flowfields from
parametric analysis can be obtained from today's modern codes applied on, for example, a coarser
mesh with its attendant inaccuracies but with the ability to produce a multitude of solutions for
various parameters. The idea that we lead to in this discussion is that it may be much more
important to apply a given code to a flowfield of interest many, many times to understand
the sensitivity of various parts of the flow to design parameters than it is to obtain one
single, very-accurate solution from which little physical insight may be gleaned.
The current, industry-wide goal is to bring computational fluid dynamics into the design
loop for high-speed inlet flowfietds. Although advancement in CFD methods applied to internal
flows has tended to lag behind that for CFD methods useful for external flows, the current state of
the art in supersonic and hypersonic inlet CFD allows for the analysis of mixed internal/external
compression inlets with bleed, injection, normal shocks and subsonic diffuser flows (e.g.,
References13-16). With this designgoal,and the knowledge that the more simplistic, low- and
medium-fidelity computational methods may be useful, we set out to use modem CFD to design
inlets.
The current status of CFD codes is that they cannot "design" a high-speed inlet because
they (and the meshes on which they are operated), although capable of simulating very complex
geometries, lack a closed-loop interface that is required to modify the geometry after an analysis
is made and, further, they lack the capability to judge the quality of a design at any point in the
design iteration cycle. Currently, the design process of modifying an inlet geometry is done
manually and typically requires much more time than the computation time for the CFD code. A
human must analyze the CFD results and determine the modifications to the geometry that will
improve the design. A human with many years of inlet design experience is currently required to
effectively complete the process in most high-speed inlet designs. Ultimately, the goal of an
automatic design capability is to remove this "man-in-the-loop" effort of analyzing the CFD
results and then modifying the geometry and replace it with a pseudo-intelligent, computerized
design program that would make modifications based purely on numerical correlations between
calculated measures of quality and specific changes in the geometry to successfully design an inlet.
Stay tuned.
During the course of the present Grant, both analysis and design efforts have been carded
out. More analysis efforts were carded out because code evaluation, improvement and validation
cycles were considered early in the study. As the study evolved, the design of a new Mach 10
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inlet was undertaken using a man-in-the-loop approach. Later, the author was involved with an
automated design procedure coupling a numerical optimization code used previously with external
aerodynamic flows (NPSOL) (Reference 17) and an existing parabolized Navier-Stokes flow-
analysis code (STUFF) (Reference 18). This coupling produced an automated program for the
simple task of designing a two-dimensional, supersonic inlet/ramp combination with three
independent ramp elements.
This final report outlines the historical approach to inlet design, including requirements for
boundary layer mass removal (bleed) in order to control separation and to control the
compression rate throughout an inlet. It looks at why some of these historical methods are
important. It also examines the status of the currently-available CFD tools, including the
turbulence models available, how robust the codes are, and the user-interface and the user-
friendliness factors for various codes.
the turnaround times) are discussed.
The computation times per case (and, more importantly,
This report summarizes many years of effort and does not
necessarily cover all of the efforts conducted under the present Grant. It does present a
fundamental approach to high-speed engine inlet design that will be required of any person, group
of persons, code, group of codes or any combination of these to effect a successful inlet design.
1I. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Once upon a time there was no CFD. However, jet aircrat't and their inlet systems have
been flying since the mid-1940s. In order to sustain successful engine operation, an inlet system
must provide air at sufficient pressure, mass flow and flow quality (distortion) to the engine. The
specific requirements vary throughout the flight regime for any given engine and vary substantially
from engine to engine. For a relatively-low Mach number aircraft, say, for example, below Mach
numbers of 1.3 to 1.4, a normal shock inlet is usually used. The total pressure loss across a
normal shockwave is not substantially higher than across oblique shockwaves that might be
created through multiple-ramp geometries at these Mach numbers. Beyond this Mach number,
however, multiple oblique shockwave systems and distributed compression regions are used to
produce the desired compression. This is true whether the inlet is nominally two-dimensional or
axially symmetric. Early engine inlets were developed simply as a result of experimentation, even
though the underlying mathematical descriptions of their supersonic flow had been known for
nearly a half a century. Before analytical codes for solving the inviscid equations of motion
relative to engine inlets existed, a graphical technique, known as the Hodograph, was used in
conjunction with experiments to develop successful inlet contours. The Hodograph is simply a
graphical solution for the wave-like behavior consistent with hyperbolic, supersonic, inviscid flow.
These solutions, of course, were very tedious and yielded little information concerning the type of
flow actually found in a complex inlet system.
The first really useful analytical technique for use in designing inlets was the method of
characteristics, which is a solution of the inviscid flow equations. Much of the early evolution of
analyticaltools for inlet designoriginatedat NASA-Ames. Roy Presleyfirst set down the
relevantequationsandboundaryconditionsfor themethodof characteristicsappliedto anengine
inlet. Theseequationsandboundaryconditionswerecodedby Virginia Sorenseninto aprogram
later to becomeknown asthe "SorensenProgram" (Reference19). A version of that code
(known asMOC 76) is still in existencetoday (havingits thirtieth birthday)and is operableon
variousNASA-Amesmachines.This codeand othermethod-of-characteristicsprogramssolve
for the wave-likestructureof supersonicflow usingwavesof both families(that is, wavesfrom
right-running and left-running characteristics, the behavior of which is critical to the determination
of successful inviscid inlet contours). The Sorensen program was used successfully to analyze
various proposed inlet contours for the USA SST program in the mid- to late-1960s. The code
originally required up to a five-day turnaround when run on an IBM 7094, including plotting of
the "characteristic net" or "Mach net," to obtain a two-dimensional solution. Today, this code
would take approximately five seconds on a workstation to solve the same flowfield.
The importance of method-of-characteristics programs is that they recognize the wave-like
nature of the inlet compression process and, furthermore, that the constructed Mach nets are
intuitive in that they show the designer which portion of the inlet geometry affects what portions
of the flowfield. Although it may sound like a trivial statement, the distinguishing feature of
internal aerodynamics is that there are bounding surfaces that capture and reflect and re-reflect
compressions throughout the inlet. This is clearly distinct from the external aerodynamics
situation, where, usually, a single surface is involved with the outer boundary of the flow equal to
the ambient conditions, or wind tunnel freestream, as the case may be. Method-of-characteristics
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program results are very useful to the internal flow designer in finding where either
overcompression or undercompression from the wave reflections and re-reflections is occurring
throughout the inlet system. When the compression process is not significantly influenced by
viscous effects, i.e., from boundary layers, shear layers or separation regions, the portrayal of the
flow with these simple codes is quite good. In fact, during the early analytical efforts using this
type of code, particularly those relating to the design of the SR71 axially-symmetric inlet and the
designs for the USA SST inlets during the late 1960s, these codes were quite adequate. This is
true because at lower flight Mach numbers, say, between 1.4 and 2.0, viscous effects are virtually
insignificant except as they affect the stability of a terminal normal shockwave. In order to
stabilize this shockwave within the duct, boundary layer mass removal, hereinatter known as
"boundary layer bleed," must be employed. Later, boundary layer bleed was shown to be required
at the location of oblique shockwave boundary layer interactions for higher Mach number inlets.
Those under study in the late 1960s were designed, typically, for Mach numbers between 2.0 and
3.0. Experimentally, boundary layer mass removal rates were approximately 3 to 5% of the total
inlet capture mass flow. This is a relatively small percentage of the total flow, although it
represents nearly 100% of the viscous flow. Once the viscous flow was removed, inlets were
found (not surprisingly) to behave in a manner nearly identical to that predicted through the
method-of-characteristics codes. The percentage of boundary layer bleed required increases as
the Mach number increases. If the empirical bleed curves developed for SST-type designs were
extrapolated to a Mach 5 inlet, estimates of boundary layer bleed requirements would skyrocket
to 30 to 40% of capture mass flow, clearly an unacceptable amount of boundary layer bleed. The
reasons for this are discussed next.
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It was realizedduringthe 1970sthat boundarylayerbleedwasexperimentallyinvokedin
the inletdesignsof the late1960ssimplyto removetheeffectsof viscosity,ratherthanspecifically
to controlboundarylayerseparations.This,again,is consistentwith thenotionthat whenfew or
no viscouseffectsarepresent,inviscidmethodsdo a goodjob of capturingthe flowfield, a self-
fulfilling prophecy. Whenviscouseffectsbecomemoredominant,that is at Machnumbersmuch
above 3, stand-aloneboundarylayer codes can be used to estimatethem. One such inlet
boundarylayercode(IBL) (Reference20)wasdevelopedatNASA-Amesspecificallyto examine
boundarylayersoccurringin flowfieldstypical of thosein a high-speedinlet. Ad hoeprocedures
for coupling(i.e., remergingthe viscousand inviscidportionsof the Navier-Stokesequations)
method-of-characteristicsandboundarylayercodesin so-calledmulti-layeranalysismethodswere
also prevalentduring the 1970s. Thesemulti-layermethods(e.g.,References21, 22 and 23)
attemptedto describeboth theattachedboundarylayerflow andthoseboundarylayerssubjectto
the strong adversepressuregradients resulting from shockwave/boundarylayer interactions
occurringwithin the internal flowpath of the supersonicinlet. Thesecoupled analyseswere
cumbersome,typicallydifficult to use,andcertainlywerenot designtools.
Becauseof the limited computerresourcesavailableduring the late 1960sand 1970s,
virtually all flowfields were calculatedas though they were two-dimensional. One three-
dimensionalmethod-of-characteristicsprogramwasdevelopedat NASA-Amesby JohnRaikich.
However, the codewasalsovery cumbersome,not user-friendly,andremainedvirtually unused
for inlet flow analysis.
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Attempts to design (without consideration of viscous flow effects) a Math 5, axially-
symmetric inlet were carried out in the early 1970s. This inlet model was fabricated and tested in
the NASA-Ames 3.5-t_ Hypersonic Wind Tunnel. The test was largely unsuccessful in that the
design contraction ratio for this inlet could never be obtained experimentally for reasons that we
now know are associated with the unaccounted-for, very thick boundary layers present at this
high Math number.
In one of CFD's earliest forays into developing a code specifically for inlet analysis, the
shock-capturing algorithms exploited by computational personnel at NASA-Ames were
incorporated into an inlet analysis program by Presley and Kutler (Reference 24). This code
solved the inviscid flow equations in three dimensions and gave a good account of the flowfield
within representative supersonic (M = 2.5 to 3.0) inlets. Shockwaves of arbitrary strength could
be captured with this code, as opposed to the ultimate breakdown of a method-of-characteristics
code when distributed compression fields become strong enough to form shockwaves.
The dawn of real CFD was ushered in by MacCormack (Reference 25). An application
(inspired by supersonic flow in an inlet) of his viscous cratering code was the solution of a laminar
boundary layer/oblique shockwave interaction (Reference 26). MacCormack's algorithm was
picked up and used by several others. Most notably for inlet analysis, Ajay Kumar from NASA-
Langley applied the MacCormack algorithm with supersonic inlet-type boundary conditions to
produce NASCRIN, a functioning, two-dimensional analysis code (Reference 27) that was used
12
extensivelythroughout the 1980s. This code and its three-dimensionalversion, SCRAM 3D
(Reference28), wereusedin thepresentinvestigation.
Subsequentto the Kumar inlet code,codesdevelopedby Molvik (TUFF and STUFFin
Reference18),Lawrence(UPS3Din Reference29) andBuning (OVERFLOW in Reference30)
havebeenemployedin analysisanddesignduring the courseof the presentstudy. The way in
whicha codeis usedto analyzetheflow within a set of inlet contoursandhow it canbeusedin
designis the subjectof the rest of this report. The following sectionpresentsan exampleof a
designprocesscarriedout in theearly1980susingthe historicalapproachandpre-CFDmethods.
Modem CFDanalysiscodesappliedto anewly-designedinletandtheredesignof anotherarethen
discussed.
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111. EXAMPLE OF AN "INLET DESIGN"
This section of the report describes the process used to design the surface contours for
what is commonly known as the "NASA Mach 5 inlet" (Reference 31). The author was one of
the designers of these aerodynamic contours and this design process serves as an excellent
example to show the path which must be taken to actually design a supersonic inlet system. This
example is relevant as it is the only unclassified, functioning (contains boundary layer bleed),
variable-geometry inlet system designed to be operated above Mach 3 that has been built and
successfully tested. The inlet served as the focus of an initial stand-alone research program and
was later integrated into and tested extensively in the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) program.
Contour development for an inlet capable of providing flow to a ramjet engine throughout
the Mach number range from 3 to 5 was carried out as part of an Air Force requirement for a
Mach 5 penetrator aircraft. The Mach 5 inlet has a variable-geometry design in order to meet the
design goals while minimizing aircrat_ weight and boundary layer bleed amounts. Most inlet
designers concede that variable geometry will be required to produce acceptable flow to ramjet or
scramjet engines and this geometry will be scheduled according to the operating Mach number
range. The design criterion for the Mach 5 inlet was to deliver a stable air supply to the ramjet
engine over an operating Mach number range from light off (at approximately 0.9) to the cruise
Mach number of 5.0. Although the inlet requirements for operation at the lower portion of this
Mach number range were kept in mind, the detailed design effort was limited to the Mach 3 to 5
range, where the ramjet would constitute the sole source of propuls!on. Boundary layer bleed is
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employedextensivelythroughoutthetwo-dimensionalcontoursto minimizethe potentialadverse
effects of boundary layer separation.
The compression process for the Mach 5 inlet model consists of three ramps with three
discrete shockwaves followed by an internal flow with distributed compressions developed by the
cowl and centerbody contours downstream of the cowl lip, a throat section with a terminal
shockwave, and a conservative subsonic diffuser. The three-ramp system was chosen in order to
reduce the overall inlet size and increase the total pressure recovery ahead of the cowl. The first
two ramps maintain a constant deflection angle of 5 degrees each relative to the reference
waterline. The third ramp is a variable-angle ramp, set for a 5-degree additional deflection at the
on-design Mach number of 5 and reduced with Mach number, according to a schedule, to a very
small deflection for a Mach number of 3. The remainder of the centerbody of the inlet is
articulated in accordance with this Mach number schedule. The cowl remains fixed for all flow
conditions. The fundamental nature of the initial two-dimensional ramp compression is carried
through in most modem two-dimensional inlet systems. Downstream of the cowl lip, a supersonic
compression section exists in which the method-of-characteristics program was used in the design
to obtain contours that produced a relatively-short, lightweight inlet. The basis of this short,
lightweight design for the internal flow portion was the use of a combination of the cowl
shockwave compression, followed by a wave cancellation section on the centerbody, with the
remainder of the internal compression coming from nearly isentropic, non-focused compression
regions. The final contours for the inlet at the design Mach number of 5 are shown in Figure 1,
along with the method-of-characteristics "Mach net" for the solution. This type of compression
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processis different than thoseused previouslyfor other supersonicinlets in which reflective,
discreet, oblique shockwaves ahead of the terminal shockwave section were used to produce most
of the compression. The reason for using the non-focused, continuous compression concept to
produce most of the compression here was to avoid sudden, strong, adverse pressure gradients (at
the higher Mach numbers) that would separate the boundary layer flow.
The Mach 5 inlet design was carried out using a method-of-characteristics program
(Reference 32) and a boundary layer code (Reference 20) run iteratively to analyze hypothetical
contours. This externally-coupled viscous/inviscid calculation scheme was used because of the
state of the art of CFD at the time of the Mach 5 inlet design. Parametric variations which
involved various locations of boundary layer bleed, bleed rates, and inlet contour changes were
simply not amenable to CFD then. Two-dimensional pressure distributions from the method-of-
characteristics code were imposed on the boundary layer code and a displacement thickness was
calculated up to the point of boundary layer separation (usually occurring at the first shockwave/
boundary layer interaction). Bleed was then introduced into the boundary layer program.
Amounts of bleed sufficient to eliminate boundary layer separation and allow the boundary layer
code to continue were determined. This iterative process was carried throughout the inlet on the
ramp (centerbody) and cowl surfaces. The result was a pair of displacement surfaces to modify
the aerodynamic surfaces used in the method-of-characteristics program and a schedule of
boundary layer bleed to be applied as a function of Mach number and location on each of the
surfaces. The inlet was originally designed using only two-dimensional methods with the
understanding that some three-dimensional effects would be present. (Many subsequent efforts
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using various CFD codeshave analyzedthe flow within this three-dimensionalinlet model
(References13 through 16, for example).) This is the quintessential"man-in-the-loop"design
process.
As notedpreviously,if oneweresimplyto extrapolateboundarylayerbleedrequirements
from lower Machnumberinlettesting,anunacceptablyhighamountof boundarylayermassflow
would haveto be removed. Thephilosophyadoptedherewas to removeonly enoughboundary
layer flow to eliminateboundarylayer separation. With this designphilosophy,the viscous
displacementeffectsof the remainingboundarylayer flow becameintegrally linked with the
compressionprocessand,hence,the designof the contours,and,asa result, the Mach 5 inlet
removedmuchlessboundarylayermassthanwaspreviouslyestimatedto bepossible.Becauseof
the relatively-highMachnumberconsideredin the Mach 5 inlet design,the boundarylayersare
very thick and can significantlyalter the compressionprocessthroughout the inlet from that
predictedwith an inviscidflow code. Theeffectsof the boundarylayersin the Mach 5 design
were estimatedthroughan iterativeprocessin whichthe boundarylayerdisplacementthickness
distribution through the inlet subjectto the pressuredistribution derived from inviscid flow
analyseswas calculated. The displacementthicknessdistributionwas then usedto definenew
contoursfor subsequentinviscidanalysisof theflow. This iterative process was repeated many,
many times. For example, during the course of the Mach 5 inlet design, the IBL code was run for
over 1,000 cases. Each of these cases varied the pressure and bleed rate distribution. Over 100
inviscid analyses were carried out to select between a "long," "short," and "medium" inlet and to
optimize the selected inlet (A3M, the medium length inlet).
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An importantaspectof inlet design can be discussed with the aid of Figure 1. This figure
shows the Math number and pressure distributions on the ramp and cowl surfaces for the internal
flow portion of the Mach 5 inlet. These contours are the final ones for the design Mach number
of 5. The Mach net shown in the center of the figure starts with the cowl shockwave caused by a
10-degree turn of the ramp flowfield that impacts the center body at a "shock-cancellation"
location. Although later in the NASP program the notion of shock cancellation was largely
invalidated for very-high Mach numbers, its use in the Mach number range between 3 and 5
appeared to be credible. The remainder of the Mach net shows the all-important internal flow
interactions dominant in efficient high-speed inlet systems. The pairing of non-canceling
centerbody and non-canceling cowl surfaces to achieve a somewhat-uniform pressure rise is
evident. Figure 1 represents the culmination of approximately two years of effort by numerous
people to achieve what was thought to be the shortest inlet design that produced a relatively
uniform flowfield at the entrance to the terminal shockwave section. The expected pressure
recovery at the ramjet (including the terminal shock) was estimated to be approximately 50%.
Although this sounds very low by SST and HSCT goals, it was found to be a good target pressure
recovery value (and was experimentally verified) for the design Mach number of 5.
The non-intuitive contours for the internal compression portion of the inlet shown in
Figure 1 resulted from the personal experience of several inlet designers, notably Ed Perkins. The
number of trial calculations used in this design would be virtually prohibitive to do with CFD in
three dimensions even with today's state-of-the-art computational methods and hardware. The
logical extension of the man-in-the-loop iterative design process used in the Mach 5 inlet design
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todaywould amountto runninga code,suchasthe OVERFLOWcode(Reference30), in two
dimensions(three planes)until the desiredcontourswere developed,then performinglimited,
three-dimensionalcalculationsto assessthecompressiveffectsof thesidewallflowfields.
The revealingnatureof the Mach net, typical of that shownin Figure 1, is vital to the
designof a high-speedinlet system,yet, modem CFD graphicsvirtually never representthe
flowfield in this manner. As such,the usersof thesecodeshavebeenremissin obtainingthe
maximumpotential in useof the computedresults. The PLOT3D andFAST post-processing
codesdo not allowdirectportrayalof aMachwave-orientedfield thatwould bevery usefulin an
inlet designor redesign(althoughtheFAST codeallowsgradient-basedfunctionsto show some
of this typeof behavior).Thisseemsto bea casewherethe old solutiondisplayswerebetterthan
thenewin thatthe link to thedesignerandhis/hermodificationsweremuchmorelucid.
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IV,
IV.1
cycle:
DISCUSSION OF CODES USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY
Code Requirements
In general, a code must possess four fundamental attributes to be useful in an inlet design
1. Applicability
2. Accuracy
3. Short Turnaround Time
4. Ease of Use
In addition, grid generation must be rapid and extremely user friendly to be useful in a design.
(Wong's first law: "As supercomputers reach the speed of light, grid generation processes slow
tremendously.")
The applicability of a CFD code to the analysis and design of internal flows and,
specifically, high-speed engine inlets, is embodied in two parameters. The first is the type of
boundary conditions (i.e., compatibility with mixed compression internal flows) that are invoked
throughout the normal use of the code. The second is the code's user interface to define the
characteristics of the engine inlet, such as the position of the cowl surface, the beginning of the
ramp, the exit flow conditions, and the location and amounts of boundary layer bleed.
The importance of the user interface aspect of code applicability cannot be understated.
As an example, in the early phases of the current Grant, in concert with the beginning of the
NASP program, the CFL3D code from Langley was obtained and attempts were made to run the
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codein aninlet environment.The code was written primarily for use as an external aerodynamics
analysis code and, as best could be detected, had rarely been used to analyze internal flows. The
lack of familiarity with the code, the unavailability of "nearby" code support, and the poor user
interface were sufficient to eliminate that code from further consideration in the remainder of the
present study.
In contrast to the CFL3D experience, the originally-coded Kumar code (SCRAM3D) from
Langley was specifically coded and used for engine inlet analyses. Thus, the input parameters
were consistent with those expected by an inlet designer. For example, input flow conditions of
Mach number, total pressure and oncoming flow angularity were directly-user-supplied inputs.
The location of the cowl and ramp leading edges and other inlet-specific parameters were
identified with highly mnemonic code variables and were easy to follow, both in the input process
and in the coding itself. Thus, when it came time to extend the capabilities of the original Kumar
code, it was relatively easy to do. The extension, carried out at NASA-Ames, was to allow the
code to be used with a multi-block grid rather than the original single-block grid to calculate the
flow both within and external to the inlet.
No accuracy problem exists other than the prescription of an accurate turbulence model.
Now, we return you to reality. A numerical algorithm can be considered to derive its accuracy
based on the order of the polynomial that can be embedded within the discretization of the
flowfield. In general, since the mid-1970s, no seriously-proposed algorithm has been found to be
mathematically inaccurate. Mathematical accuracy, here, is defined as the ability to produce "the"
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answerto the differentialequationsof fluid motion givena sufficiently-finegrid. In reality, the
accuracyis uniquelytied to not only the turbulencemodel,but alsoto the sizeof the grid. In
turn, the sizeof thegrid is tied to thetopic discussednext, codeturnaroundtime. Thus,asmight
beperceived,the issuesof accuracyandturnaroundtimeboil downto atradeoff Obviously,the
more refinedthe mesh,the more nodesarecontainedin the mesh(about a million nodesare
required for a three-dimensionalinlet to resolve the relevant fluid mechanics)and the more
operationsper timestep/codestepwill berequired.
Accuracyandresolutionof turbulent boundary layer flows for inlets is keyed to what is
really important in the compression process. For internal flows, the primary characteristic of the
viscous flow to be accurately modeled in CFD is the displacement effect of the various layers
encountered. Resolution of the local skin friction, for example, is not necessarily required in
order to obtain a very useful engineering estimate of the displacement thickness. Even a cursory
resolution of the boundary layer displacement thickness in a CFD code is sufficient to quantify the
effects that the viscous layers might have as perturbations to the compression process. Thus, in
order to use the code parametrically, it may be useful to forego detailed accuracy (including
resolution of the near-wall properties) initially to minimize turnaround time and then return to a
more refined grid at some point later in the study when the parametric issues have been resolved.
More refined meshes allowing near-wall properties to be resolved might be required when
separation or inlet operability (unstart) calculations are of interest.
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Theuseof variousturbulence models (all other parameters held constant) in a given code
represents another trade off. Some turbulence models are known to be highly inaccurate in
certain situations, while no turbulence model is known to be accurate in all situations (as
demonstrated in the NASP program). For example, a common situation in inlet flowfields is the
propensity of the commonly-used Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model (or realizations of that model
in a code) to tend to predict boundary layer separation too early and, when boundary layer
separation is predicted, it is typically too extensive. On the other hand, substantial reductions in
code turnaround time can be achieved using this model. Two- or other-multiple-equation
turbulence models tend to increase turnaround time and there is no known reason to believe that
the answers derived therefrom are significantly more accurate.
The notions embodied in this discussion are clearly reminiscent of those described in the
introduction of the present report in that the ultimate use of a code may not hinge at all on the
determination of one extremely-accurate, as-best-as-all-can-possibly-be solution, but rather, on
the ability of a code to be used many, many times to analyze various inlet contours, to have those
contours changed and the codes rerun until a better understanding of the flowfield is obtained and
the design objectives are satisfied.
Turnaround time is dependent upon the power of the computational hardware, the effort
required to initiate a solution (including the grid generation phase), the actual wall clock time per
solution and the post processing/analysis time. An applications engineer is not willing to wait
long to get an answer; as is crudely put, "I'd like to have the answer before I forget the question."
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Historically, codeswhich now seemtrivial to use (for example,method-of-characteristicsor
boundarylayer codes)hadturnaroundtimeswhentheywereusedof betweenoneandfive days.
Thirty yearslater,CFD codeshaveturnaroundtimesbetweenoneandfive days. Of coursewe
getmuch moreinformationin that amountof timefrom themoderncodes.It appearsthatwe are
willing to wait "lessthanoneweek" to getresults. In a"man-in-the-loop"designprocess,it may
be unrealisticto believethat a CFD solution can be obtained,post processed,studied, and
understoodandthat intelligentmodificationscanbemadeto the designin significantlylesstime
thanthat.
A revolutionin turnaroundtime camewith the changeoverfrom thepredominantly-used,
time-accuratealgorithms,suchas,for example,the time-splitMacCormackmethodembodiedin
SCRAM3D, to more modern algorithms, embodiedin the present version of TIYFF or
OVERFLOW. Turnaroundtimecanalsobestronglyinfluencedby the desire(or requirement)to
havea time-accuratecalculationratherthan simplylooking for a time-independentsolutionthat
mayevolveaideronly a very smallnumberof stepsof the code,noneof which is timeaccurate..
In general,time-accuratesolutionsarenot requiredin a routineinlet designcycle,but canbeused
in limited, specialcases,for example,whenoneseeksto understandthe effectof an inlet unstart
or agust.
CFD codes and their applicationwith respect to engine inlet design do not exist
independentof the grid onwhichtheequationsof motionaresolved. The effectsof thegrid can
be first orderin termsof the accuracyandusefulnessof thesolution. Asidefrom thegrid density
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issuesdiscussedpreviously,the clusteringof grid points is of concern. Clusteringtechniques,
through various automatedgradientallocationschemes("adaptivegridding"), havebeenused
successfullyfor variousclassesof problems.Oneclassof problemthat one might think is highly
amenableto adaptivegriddingis the solutionof flow within high-speedengineinlets. "Cartoon"-
type inlet flowfields, suchasthoserepresentedby the earlyNASP inlet lines,are, in fact, very
amenableto the applicationof adaptivegrid technology. This is true sincethe primary fluid
mechanicsfeaturesof the cartoon-typeinlet flowfield are the viscousboundarylayer (and its
required nearwallclustering)and simple shockwaves. The grid, of course, can be clustered
manuallyalongthe expectedlocationsof the shockwaves,asshownin Figure2 for the forward
portion of the grid used in modern solutionsof the flow within the Mach 5 inlet. Use of
automatedadaptivegrid schemeswill easily identify the strong gradient propertiesof these
shockwavesand cluster the grid accordingly,producingsomewhatthe samedensity as that
shown.
In reality, for practicalinlets with both distributed and discreet shockwave compression
present within the same inlet flowfield, adaptive grid clustering appears to be less useful since
regions of strong-gradient and weak-gradient compression are generally of equal interest. The
relaxation of grid-spacing characteristics to allow clustering in strong-gradient regions reduces the
accuracy of the code in other portions of the flow when a fixed number of grid points is used
within a computational domain. For time-dependent flowfields, recent successful efforts have
demonstrated the usefulness of time-dependent adaptive gridding. However, in the present study,
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with a few notableexceptions,almostall of the effort has been focused toward obtaining time-
independent solutions, and adaptive gridding techniques have not been invoked.
In the present study, the grids were generated either by a locally-written code for inlet
flowfields called GRID3D or, most recently, through various versions of the GRIDGEN program
(Reference 33) and a practical, inlet-oriented version referred to as QUICKGEN (Reference 34).
Grids used throughout this study typically employ only nearwall clustering with the expectation
that boundary layer separation effects are minimized and, thus, the important viscous forces are
contained within the nearwall cluster grid. Within the internal flow portions of the inlet,
rectangular, two-dimensional and three-dimensional grids have been used extensively. Pressure
rises through shockwaves are smeared (amounts dependent on the algorithm) on these grids and
the pressure rises might be slightly different than those that could have been achieved through an
optimized grid, but the requirement for repetitive application of the grid generator dictates
simplicity. On the other hand, the flowfield resolutions in the distributed compression process are
not lost in these simple grids. Clearly, an ideal situation is increased computer power that allows
much finer grid resolution to be used to obtain a solution within the desired turnaround time.
Efforts in the present study were limited to grid definition consistent with the minimization of
turnaround time and the maximization of parametric variations in order to design and/or redesign
various internal flow contours.
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IV.2 Comments on Specific Codes Used in the Present Study
IV.2.1 The SCRAM3D Code
The SCRAM3D code is based on CFD's finest hour: the advent of the MacCormack
time-split, explicit, second-order-accurate algorithm for computing fluid flow. The boundary
conditions applied to the code are user-friendly and are specific to inlet flowfields. The only
drawback to the Kumar codes (Reference 27 for the 2D code, NASCRIN (which is referred to
here as SCRAM2D) and Reference 28 for the 3D code) is that they are based on the explicit
algorithm which requires an inordinate time per solution, involving upwards of thousands of time
steps to achieve a time-independent solution. The MacCormack algorithm is largely bullet-proof,
is known to be accurate, and is known to be capable of resolving relevant aspects of inlet
flowfields, as shown by the present author in the dark ages of CFD (References 35 and 36). The
three-dimensional code was modified in the course of the present study to accommodate multi-
grid solutions. This code is still one of the cornerstones in the arsenal of CFD inlet analysis codes.
It is extremely user-friendly and can be applied to virtually any internal flowfield describable on a
nominally orthogonal mesh. The two-dimensional version can be run on a work station with a
five to ten minute turnaround time. In the course of the present study (References 1-8), many
numerical representations of turbulence were explored, ranging from the simple Baldwin-Lomax
model originally coded by Kumar to Cebeci-Smith-type models with ad hoc "lag constants" to
account for the known, non-equilibrium behavior of boundary layers subject to strong adverse
pressure gradients. The three-dimensional version running on a 0.75 to 1.25 million node mesh
requires about 100 hours of Cray C-90 time with about a two-week total turnaround time. This
latter point limits its usefulness in a design cycle.
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IV.2.2 The UPS Code
The LIPS (UPS3D) code is a parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) code (Reference 29)
developed at NASA-Ames by Scott Lawrence that has been used in the present study to define
the boundary layer and initial shockwave characteristics for sharp leading edge inlet flowfields.
Why use a code such as this in today's world of full-blown CFD? Simple -- accuracy and reduced
overall turnaround time. No full-blown CFD code can be run on a grid that maintains the fine-
mesh accuracy deliverable with the UPS code. Since the code is spatially-marched, a minimal
number of streamwise planes are resident in memory at any time, so that this code may actually be
operated in a work station environment. Going back to the original notion of inlet design, for a
very-high-speed inlet, the flowfield at the nose of a sharp leading edge inlet sets the stage for the
remainder of the flowfield. This hypersonic, viscously-interacting flowfield has never been
accurately resolved with FNS codes applied on any sort of reasonable grid. Thus, results from the
UPS code are valuable for rapidly examining boundary layer growth and the attendant, external
"inviscid" flowfield. The LIPS code was used here to solve the forebody flowfield and then to
provide inflow conditions to the rest of the inlet flow describable with FNS codes (Reference 9).
The algorithm is modestly robust. The bad news? The UPS code is written and structured
primarily as a research code and not as an applications code designed to present a user-friendly,
man-code interface. The inputs to the UPS code are Mach number and Reynolds number.
Reynolds number, although obtainable from Mach number, pressure and altitude considerations, is
not the parameter that rolls off the tip of an inlet designer's tongue. A pre-processing program
was developed in the present study to input the inlet-type parameters and produce inputs to the
UPS code. (The same situation exists for the STUFF/TUFF and OVERFLOW codes.) The LIPS
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code basicallygeneratesits own grid with a spatialevolution, so that even though the user
interfaceis not inlet tolerant,the total amountof effort requiredto obtaina solution for a given
inlet is typically not large. This modern"boundarylayer" code is anotherstaplein the inlet
designersrepertoire. An exampleof theeffectiveuseof theUPScodewhencoupledwith a FNS
codefor inlet analysisis showninFigure3.
IV.2.3 The STUFF and TUFF Codes
The STUFF and TUFF codes (Reference 18), written at NASA-Ames by Greg Molvik,
involve the use of modern, finite-volume, upwind, TVD algorithms and are very useful in inlet
design. The user interface has been developed in the present study to provide inputs for Mach
number and total pressure. The TUFF code is a time-marched discretization of the equations of
fluid motion. This code has been primarily applied by its developer to combinations of internal
flow and combustion with a full, attendant set of hydrocarbon combustion constituents. In the
present study, the TUFF code was used in an attempt to describe the fully-interacting (with
possible boundary layer separations) flowfield within the Mach 5 inlet. Comparisons between the
results of this code and the Kumar code were quite good even though the TUFF code could not
be successfully operated by the present author with an external flowfield (multi-block). The
STUFF code is a spatially-marched subclass of the TUFF coding. It, along with the UPS code,
can provide excellent first-cut analyses for boundary layer growth and forebody compression
processes. An example of the comparison of the results from the STUFF and UPS codes is
shown in Figure 4 along with experimental boundary layer and shockwave data from the Mach 5
inlet (Reference 14). A combined analysis using the STUFF code and SCRAM2D for the elliptic
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portion of an inlet flowfield is shownin Figure 5. Cray C-90 turnaroundtimesfor thesecodes
when generatedwith reasonable(about a million nodesin the 3D case), inlet-type grids are
approximatelyhalfa dayand4 daysfor the2D and3Dversions,respectively.
IV.2.4 The OVERFLOW Code
The OVERFLOW code, written by Peter Buning (Reference 30), is the current crown
jewel in the NASA-Ames repertoire of full Navier-Stokes CFD codes. The code is written with a
very general set of boundary conditions reminiscent of the class of boundary conditions used in
CFL3D. However, in contrast to CFL3D, the OVERFLOW code can be easily used by
applications engineers. Either the ARC3D or F3D algorithm can be selected. In this study, the
ARC3D option was used for speed and robustness. A useful selection of turbulence models is
available. However, in the present study (in the interest of achieving minimum turnaround times,
as opposed to lengthy, one-of-a-kind calculations), the Baldwin-Lomax model was used mostly.
The OVERFLOW code was modified in the course of the present study to allow arbitrary
boundary layer bleed to exist on any of the solid surfaces. The boundary layer bleed is specified in
terms of outflow velocity at each selected node point on the surface grid. This specification of
outflow velocity rather than mass flux is consistent with the notion that the outflow mass flux in a
real operating inlet with boundary layer bleed is a function of the solution and, therefore, cannot
be specified ahead of time. This is because the surface density changes as the location of the
inviscid compression process changes.
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shown in Figure 8.
sidewall vorticity
experimentally in the original Mach 5 inlet design. This solution represents the height of an inlet
The OVERFLOW code has been successfully used to describe an application of a Mach 5
inlet to a waverider (Reference 37) flowfield. Examples of this application showing the
complexity that can be simulated easily with OVERFLOW are given in Figures 6 through 10.
Figure 2 showed the centerplane grid used, while Figure 6 shows the centerplane Mach number
distribution. Sample characteristics of the complex, three-dimensional internal flow (Figure 7) are
This inlet uses a much-discussed "bypass duct" in order to eliminate the
and low-momentum features typical of those found numerically and
designer's desire in terms of the ability to analyze a given set of complex internal flow contours
subject to various prescribed bleed situations located at various places in the inlet. Typical
turnaround times for this code for a million nodes are less than two days, extremely rapid when
compared with two to three weeks for the same problem with SCRAM3D.
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V. EXAMPLES OF DESIGN AND REDESIGN USING MODERN CFD
V.1 The "Mach 10" Inlet
During the course of the NASP program, several variants of the engine inlet flow path, up
to design "E-25," were put forth. These designs for the NASP inlet system were very simplistic
("cartoon") realizations of a desired compression process. The length of the NASP inlet was
excessive because of the continued desire to have either fixed geometry or minimally-variant
geometry scheduled with Mach number for the inlet. Under the NASA Generic Hypersonics
Initiative, efforts under the current Grant were guided to the extension of the design philosophy
used in the "Mach 5 inlet" to design a better "Mach 10 inlet," and then the NASP inlet scheduled
for Mach 10 operation could be compared directly with the detailed design of a "real" Mach 10
inlet. The NASP program virtually never came to grips with the reality that their inlet would
require boundary layer bleed to achieve the desired efficiencies through the lower Mach number
range. For example, the NASP E-21 inlet had recoveries at Mach 5 in the order of 25 to 30%.
This is in contrast with the stated requirement of the NASP program to have an inlet whose
recovery was approximately 50%. The reader might recall that the "Mach 5 inlet" was designed
for (and produced actual experimental) recoveries of between 45 and 50%. The new "Mach 10
inlet," of course, would require boundary layer bleed to operate through the lower Mach number
regions, but could not operate with boundary layer bleed beyond Mach numbers of about 6 due to
the thermal loading.
For purposes of the design of a Mach 10 inlet, a geometry similar to the Mach 5 multiple-
ramp, two-dimensional inlet was assumed. This presented a flowfield at the cowl lip that was a
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constant Mach number and had the thick boundary layer associated with the ramp flowfield. The
inherently simple flowfield developed by using articulated forebody ramps, easily schedulable to
Mach number variations, was chosen in the Mach 10 design. Figure 9 shows a simple "cartoon"
inlet for a Mach 10 flow. The flow solution for this inlet is shown in Figure 10. Our Mach 10
design evolved from this straight-walled inlet. Again, in the Mach 10 design case, various non-
focusing compression surfaces were invoked in the internal flow portion to minimize the length,
and therefore weight, of the hypothetical inlet system. Detailed results from this design study are
discussed in Reference 8 and the final contours (shown to a highly-exaggerated vertical scale) and
flowfield solution for one on-design Mach 10 case are shown in Figure 11. The final design
contours shown in Figure 11 are the result of a lengthy design process involving the use of the
SCRAM2D FNS code. The inlet geometry was then extended to three dimensions in order to
investigate the flow quality of the inlet subject to the sidewall's viscous effect. The basic inlet
discussed here has a total inviscid turning angle of 36 degrees. This turning angle, at Mach 10, is
sufficient to produce a very high pressure ratio. Average calculated pressure ratios for variants of
the inlet discussed here are between 100 and 150.
The process of design in an internal flow system, with all of its attendant elliptic behavior
is much like laying a piece of linoleum that is slightly too large for the space: you step on it in one
place, it pops up in another. By analogy, when the compression is relaxed in one place, it
increases in another, resulting in an increased adverse pressure gradient and attendant boundary
layer separation problems. By way of example to demonstrate the process involved with the man-
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in-the-loopdesignusedto arriveatthe contoursshownin Figure11,notesconcerningthevarious
modifications(up to Mod. 26) to obtainanacceptabledesignaregivenbelow.
Mod. 1 A full inlet forebody was introduced to an old Mod. 14, version 1 of a
preliminary wind tunnel model design study to develop the contours for a flight case. The
boundary layer along ramp due to forebody was thicker at the ramp shoulder than in the
old Mod. 14, causing cowl lip shock to impinge on the boundary layer upstream of the
shoulder. Reflected shock pattern intensified. Cowl was then pulled back so that shock
pressure rise occurred near the shoulder, and this reduced reflected shock strength. Ramp
shocks coalesced early, and the boundary layer became thicker. Adverse cowl and ramp
surface pressures ensued within throat region.
Mod. 2 Angle of attack was increased from 0 to 10 degrees. Early shock coalescence
persisted. Ramp boundary layer occupies large part of the throat region and separates
from the ramp shoulder, but remains attached on the cowl.
Mod. 3 Because the ramp shocks coalesced prematurely and the ramp boundary layer
occupied most of the throat region, the forebody was extended and the throat region
widened. The resulting ramp shocks were realigned. Due to the widening of the throat,
however, the shock from the cowl lip now hits downstream of the shoulder, and the
reflected shock escapes through the rear of the inlet.
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Mod. 4 To counteractthe cowl lip shockand cowl expansion,a numberof geometry
changesweremade.Theshoulderwasslidfurther downstreamalongthe secondrampto
meetthe cowl shock. Thethroatwidth becamenarrowerin theprocess.Thesectionpast
the shoulderwas also extended,andthe cowl "blip" movedfurther downstream. This
resultedin reasonablyevenpressuredistributionsalong the ramp and cowl within the
regionatteranoptimalcowl startingpoint wasfound.
Mod. 5 The cowl and the ramp portion past the shoulder were then turned up to be
parallel to the combustor axis. The shoulder was lett sharp. Problems with obtaining
solutions followed, with the code usually dying at a point in front of the cowl lip.
Mod. 6 The shoulder was then rounded. Separation at the shoulder propagated
upstream, suggesting an unstart. Shocks from the ramp coalesced in front of the rotated
cowl lip.
Mod. 7 Premature shock coalescence was then eliminated by extending the forebody
leading edge. The separation problem at the shoulder persisted however.
Mod. $ The ramp section past the shoulder was then raised 5 degrees. This eliminated
the separation problem present in Mods. 6 and 7. To obtain a 1 : 3 boundary layer
thickness to throat width ratio, the transition point was moved downstream. This
however resulted in some separation along the ramp at those two points along with
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misalignmentof therampangleshocks.In addition,thereflectedcowl shockcomingfrom
the rampwas inducingseparationalongthe laminarcowl boundarylayer. The surface
pressuresrisesharplyandthenlower towardstheexit. Theoverallcompressionis low.
Mod. 9 Therequirementsheredictatea leveloutflow, sotheflaredrampsectionpastthe
shoulderwas realigned. This also formed a curve to counteract the expansion past the
shoulder. The cowl forward slope section was also made larger to counteract the
expansion coming from the cowl lip shock - ramp boundary layer interaction.
Compression was higher at the smaller exit. Neither the forward slope of the cowl nor the
bend on the ramp past the shoulder appear to have a large effect in counteracting
expansions. Separation of the boundary layer along the cowl caused by the reflected cowl
lip shock coming from the ramp persists.
Mod. 10 To counteract the expansion past the ramp shoulder more effectively, the bend
was moved further downstream. The upward slope on the cowl was followed with a
downward slope, forming a blip to counteract the reflected cowl lip shock coming from
the ramp. The cowl contour was leveled off at the exit. The reflected cowl lip shock hit
forward of the cowl bump and was reflected back to the ramp. The backward slope of
the ramp also generated its own shock at its base. The cowl lip shock continually hits
forward of the ramp shoulder.
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Mod. 11 Compressionat the exit was low in Mod. 10 so the exit was narrowedby
levelingoff the backslopeof thecowl bumpearlier. This alsoservedto lessenthe shock
comingfrom thebaseof thebackslope.Theexit pressureswerehigher.
Mod. 12 The cowl wasstraightenedto providea baselinesolution. This causedlower
exit pressurethan in Mod. 11. The shockcomingfrom the rampshoulderwas reflected
from the straightsurfacewithout beingweakened.Thepressuredrop dueto the cowl lip
shock- boundarylayerinteractionreachingthecowl surfacewasmorethaninMod. 11.
Mod. 13 To reduceshoulderseparationstill further the rampsectionpast the shoulder
was angledfrom 5 to 8 degreesupwardsandbentbackto be level. The cowl remained
straight,and the exit width matchedthat of Mod. 12. This did not reduceseparation
however. Thepressuredistributionsweremuchlike thosein Mod. 12.
Mod. 14 Since5 degreesis sufficient to reduce separation, the ramp shoulder angle was
restored to that value. The cowl bump was made larger to counteract better the expansion
coming from the cowl lip shock - boundary layer interaction. A large separation at the
shoulder formed which would probably lead to an unstart.
Mod. 15 The cowl bump was made smaller than in Mod. 14 and larger than in Mod. 11
as a compromise between improving the counteraction of the expansion and preventing a
too narrow throat width that leads to an unstart. The inlet did not unstart, but the
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reflectedcowl lip shockcomingfrom the ramphit the forward slopeof the cowl, andthe
re-reflectedshockwasintensified.
Mod. 16 The forward slopecurvatureof Mod. 15 waspreservedin this modification,
however the peakwas slid down the forward slopeso that it would be in position to
counteractthereflectedcowl lip shock.Thebackwardslopewhichsuccessfullyprevented
the shockin Mod. 11wasincorporatedhere. Thebumpworkedwell in counteractingthe
reflectedshock. The transitionpoint along the rampwas thenmoved upstream. The
resultingboundarylayerat thethroatwasthicker(now at 1 : 2.5). Thecowl leadingedge
wasmovedforward to approach the ramp shock coalescence point. After the changes, the
reflected cowl lip shock hit forward of the cowl peak, and the re-reflected shock was
intensified."
Mod. 17 To meet the reflected cowl lip shock coming from the ramp, the bump was
moved upstream and to counteract the expansion, and the forward slope was increased.
However, a shock and an expansion wave parallel to it came from the forward slope of the
cowl bump and the cowl peak, respectively, causing more adverse pressure distributions
along the ramp surface. Both the ramp and cowl pressure distributions were more adverse
than in Mod. 16.
Mod. 18 Starting from Mod. 16, the cowl bump was slid upstream, preserving its
geometry, to meet the reflected cowl lip shock. High pressures within the throat region
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ensuedas a separationat the ramp shoulderpropagatedupstreamsuggestingthat an
unstartwasaboutto takeplace.
Mod. 19 Beginningagain from Mod. 16, the bump was made to peak at a lower
upstreampositionalongthe slope. Thereflectedcowl lip shockwascounteracted.Both
the separationwhich occurredin Mod. 18aswell astheshockandexpansionin Mod. 17
wereavoided.
Mod. 20 The backslopewas madegentlerhere.
comingfrom its base.
This resultedin a lessintenseshock
Mod. 21 The bendpast the shoulderwas movedupstreamto better counteractthe
shoulderexpansion. Exit height was narrowedslightly in the process. The overall
compressionwithin thethroat regionwashigher. Little advantagewasgainedhoweverin
counteractingtheexpansion.
Mod. 22 Thebendwasmovedup further,andthe exitheightwasnarrowedsignificantly.
Thecompressionwasgreaterthanin Mod. 21.
Mod. 23 To provide a baselinesolution, the ramp and cowl were straightened. A
stronger shock train resultedwithin the throat region, the pressuresbecominghigher
downstream,causinga numberof pressurepeaksto form on both surfaces. The initial
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peakalongthe rampsurface,howeverwas lessthan that of the Mod. 22 and the overall
ramp pressure profile was not too much different from that in Mod. 22. The initial
pressure drop on the cowl, however was more adverse. The compression near the exit is
around 150.
Mod. 24 The ramp section past the shoulder was left straight and the cowl of Mod. 22
was restored. Pressures within the throat region were very high. An unstart at the ramp
shoulder began.
Mod. 25 The Mod. 22 ramp section was then restored and the cowl leveled off at the
peak. The shock emanating from the cowl surface was stronger than in Mod. 22 where
the peak served to counteract it. The pressure profiles along both the cowl and ramp
surfaces were more adverse.
Mod. 26 Starting with Mod. 22, to improve the counteraction of the expansion past the
ramp shoulder, the bend downstream of the shoulder was continued past the horizontal
and then leveled off, forming a bulge-like feature. To maintain the same exit height the
bend was made only slight. This served to improve the pressure profile along the ramp
noticeably over Mod. 22. The compression near the exit is around 150 as in Mod. 23.
Mod. 26 was carded forward for three-dimensional and off-design computations.
of three-dimensional results for this inlet are shown in Figures 12 through 15.
Examples
Figure 12
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showsacomparisonbetweenthe surfacepressuredistributionsfrom the2D and3D solutions.
Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the 3D flowfield in half of the inlet at various streamwise stations.
Figure 15 shows the distortion problem typical of this class of inlet. The bypass duct
discussed in Figures 7 and 8 represents a viable solution to this problem.
Although the man-in-the-loop design process used here is tedious, it is clear that modern
CFD codes can be used to in inlet design. It should also be noted that the contours derived in our
Mach 10 inlet design are significantly different from the "cartoon" contours for the NASP inlets
and are, in fact, representative of the level of complexity that must exist in the design of a realistic
air-breathing inlet system.
V.2 Redesi2n of an Existinl[ Waverider Inlet
During the course of the NASA Generic Hypersonics program, a Mach 8 hydrocarbon
fuel waverider airplane was also under investigation (Reference 38). A simplistic ("cartoon") inlet
design using straight surfaces with a sharp shoulder was proposed originally. Molvik performed
several calculations using the STUFF and TUFF codes to evaluate the performance of not only
the inlet, but of the hydrocarbon combustion system as well. Throughout the course of the
present study, the notion of using a sharp ramp shoulder (see Figure 16) to cancel the cowl
shockwave (such as proposed in early NASP inlets and this NASA waverider inlet), has been
consistently debunked as having no off-design margin in the presence of the thick boundary layers
known to exist in these inlets. As a result of the efforts carried out in the present study, in
combination with strong recommendations from both NASA-Ames and NASA-Lewis personnel,
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theNASPinlet (postE-20) containedaroundedshoulder.Thebenefitsof a roundedshoulderare
exhibitedfor the Mach 8 waveriderredesignin Figure 17. The sharpshoulderhasno margin
againstanyperturbationin the cowl obliqueshockwavelocation. If, for anyreason,the pressure
rise effectsof the cowl shockwavefall forward of the ramp shoulderexpansion,an adverse
pressuregradient is createdthat is not amenableto flow separationcontrol by any practical
means.This is becausethe obliqueshockwaveis effectivelyhitting on theforward rampsurface,
thus increasingthe reflectedshockturning angleby upwardsof tendegrees.At suchhigh Mach
numbers,this is an intolerablesituation. The redesignedshoulderlargelyminimizesthis effect
while sufferingonly slight on-designpenaltiesdue to the expansionof the rampboundarylayer
flowfield aheadof the shockimpingement. On the other hand,the inlet hasa tremendousoff-
designMachnumbermargin,aswell asa gustmargin,requiredfor an actualflight vehicle. The
other primary feature of the redesignis a reducedcowl shockwavestrength provided by
contouringthe cowl surface. The improvementpredictedby the OVERFLOW code with the
Baldwin-Lomaxmodelis seenin the2D solutionsof Figures16and17. In threedimensions,the
meritsof the redesignarealsoseenin Figures18and 19. Theoriginal inlet is tendingtoward an
unstart,whereasthe redesignedonehasa steadyseparation.In the presentstudy,sensitivityof
the solutionsto the turbulencemodel in OVERFLOWwasexamined.Solutionswere obtained
for the three-dimensionalf ow in the originalandredesignedMach8 waveriderinlet for both the
Baldwin-LomaxandtheBaldwin-Barthmodels. Althoughthe computedflows aredifferentwith
theBaldwin-Barthmodel(Figures20and21), switchingbetweenthemodelsdoesnot changethe
requiremento redesignthe originalinlet. The previously noted tendency of the Baldwin-Lomax
model to overpredict separation is quite evident.
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V.3 General Comments
Early in this study, combinations of PNS and FNS codes were used to reduce turnaround
times by solving the forebody flows (without elliptic behavior) with PNS codes and reserving the
FNS codes (SCRAM) for the internal flow portion of the inlet. This is still a viable approach, but
may be less useful when the much-faster OVERFLOW or TUFF FNS codes are used. This is
because there is a serious "overhead" effort required to make the outflow/inflow link between
PNS and FNS codes. For example, it might be easier and faster to choose a variable-density grid
for the OVERFLOW code that resolves the important parts of the forebody flow and simply to
calculate the entire flow each solution. This luxury results from the inherently-short turnaround
time for this modern code. This entire FNS technique was used in the later parts of the present
study.
Both the Mach 10 design and the Mach 8 waverider redesign involve the use of modern
CFD codes (SCRAM3D, UPS, STUFF, TUFF and OVERFLOW) in a "man-in-the-loop" design
process. The redesign took a minimal amount of effort, amounting to only about 10 to 15 full
CFD simulations, in order to achieve the desired inlet characteristics. On the other hand, the basic
"Mach 10 inlet" design required well over 100 runs, some of which were, of course, short because
the UPS and STUFF codes were used. A computerized, automatic design is a very interesting
proposition to anyone who has gone through one (or moreT) of the man-in-the-loop versions of
inlet design.
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VI. AUTOMATIC DESIGN
During the course of the present study, an automatic design effort was carded out to
support ongoing work under a concurrent NASA program to examine the potential use of an
optimizer code (NPSOL) (Reference 17)) for use in determining an optimal three-
ramp/centerbody inlet design. A driver code was written that couples the space-marched STUFF
code with the optimizer code to design only the multiple-ramp section of an inlet. The goal
function for this driver was to achieve a "shock-on-cowl-lip" design, represented by having the
three ramp shockwaves intersect at a single point in the flowfield. In addition, among the
constraints imposed was to have non-zero ramp lengths, disallowing that class of trivial solutions
(several unexpected solutions were obtained from the machine design in the course of the present
study). The automated code has the capability to examine the flowfield, modify the ramp angles
and origins, recompute the flowfield and examine the goodness of the design, all to produce an
optimized three-ramp arrangement. The efforts carded out under the present study were minimal,
but indicate the possibility for machine design to alleviate much of the repetitive and tedious
efforts involved in man-in-the-loop design procedures.
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Over the past seven years, efforts under the present Grant have been aimed at being able
to apply modem Computational Fluid Dynamics to the design of high-speed engine inlets. In this
report, a review of previous design capabilities (prior to the advent of functioning CFD) was
presented and the example of the NASA "Mach 5 inlet" design was given as the premier example
of the historical approach to inlet design. The philosophy used in the Mach 5 inlet design was
carried forward in the present study, in which CFD was used to design a new Mach 10 inlet. An
example of an inlet redesign was also shown. These latter efforts were carried out using today's
state-of-the-art, full computational fluid dynamics codes applied in an iterative man-in-the-loop
technique. The potential usefulness of an automated machine design capability using an optimizer
code was also discussed. This report finalizes the efforts carried out under NASA Cooperative
Grant NCC-507.
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